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The Curie Slug Corrector

The Curi.e Sli i; Cokiuxtor is designed lor attachment on 30 pica line cast-

ino machines and performs several highU doirable operations on ihe slugs:

1. Trims the rib side of the slug from end to end with maximum

accuracy.

2. Trims the rib side of the slug to a fixed thickness, which may

he either exactly the same lop and bottom, or preferably from

one to two ten-thousandths of an inch greater thickness at the

3. Removes any overhang on the smooth side of the slug.

I. Low slugs blank spaces in any position on the slug if desired.

5. Trims right-hand end of slug, removing taper.

6. Saws the slug to exact measure desired by picas, half picas or

odd points.

7. Stacks finished slugs evenly Br galley.

8. Eliminates side knives and knife wiper troubles.

—And it performs all these operations automatically!

The Curie Slug Corrector attaches to standard 30-pica Intertypes and

Linotypes without alteration of the line-casting machine except that on Inter-

types having full length elevator gibs a small cut must he made at the lower

end of the right-hand gib.

The drive is direct from a % h.p. motor. This motor can be furnished to

specifications for 110- or 220-volt 60-cycle A.C. or D.C. supply. The power-

consumption is so low—about 250 watts—that the supply may be taken from

any convenient light circuit. The standard speed of motor is 1750 r.p.m.. giv-

ing a capacity of 8 slugs per minute.
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PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION

The .vole of operation of the Corrector begins when a slug is ejected from
the mold. The slug, sliding down the channel between the slug guide and the

upper pressure bar, strikes tile trip (D) Fig. 14, turning the trip and shaft

through a small angle. The trip latch inside the main housing rests against a

flat on the trip shaft in such manner that a small rotation of the shaft will lift

the latch out of a notch in the reset push rod, which is attached at its lower

end to the reset cam arm. When the trip latch is disengaged from the reset

push rod. the latter is pulled downward by a spring, in turn pushing the reset

cam arm downward so as to release the clutch pin. permitting it to engage in

one of the recesses in the clutch gear, thus causing the slug feed cam to start

When the slug feed cam has turned through that part of its rotation nec-

essary to carry the feed arm to the lowest point of its travel, a projection on

the feed cam actuates the saw cam arm. causing the clutch pin to engage and

rotate until it has completed one full revolution. During this latter portion

of the slug feed cam cycle the reset cam arm pu-he- the reset push rod upward
to engage the trip latch and at the proper time pulls the clutch pin out of

engagement with the clutch gear, stopping the motion of the cam.

The Corrector is now ready to receive another slug, although the sawing
cycle has not been entirely completed. The saw cam is brought to rest by re-

traction of the clutch pin when the cycle of sawing and delivery is finished.

The operation of the low-slugger cutter is governed by the movement of

the small feeler roller under which the slug passes just before encountering

the cutter. The low-slugger trip frame in which this roller is mounted transmits

the motion to the plunger of the switch (E, Fig. 91 through the adjusting

screw ( B I . When the roller is lifted by passage of type characters, a contact

is made by the switch, energizing the magnet enclosed in the side cover of the

low-slugger housing. This attracts the armature to the pole pieces, causing the

roller on the armature to lift the link actuator arm which, through its linkage.

lifts the pawl from the ratchet, allowing the cutter to rise out of cutting

position. When the roller drops off the type, the circuit is broken by the

switch, the actuator arm drops down, allowing the pawl to engage the ratchet

and the cutter is drawn downward into cutting position. Since the roller is

mounted ahead of the cutter, it drops off the type face before the cutter is

clear of the type, hence a delay in timing of the descent of the cutter is nec-

essary to avoid bleeding. This delay is provided by allowing the ratchet to

over-run the point required actually to clear the type.

Whenever it is desired to throw the low-slugger cutter out of operation,

the button I B, Fig. 10 1 on the top of the low-slugger head should be pulled

up. This holds the actuator arm up. preventing the pawl from engaging in the

ratchet to pull the cutter down into cutting position.
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INSTALLATION

installation is the removal of unused parts from the i

g down from the VHm
the chamfer be- ^P

eft - hand knife
Fig

'

'"S'rip

v, then, using a block of wo

it to the left in order to clea

od and ham.

the slug as

ner, tap left-hand knife

t is ejected from mold

ead of the

Loosen 1<

bolts slightly

about 1 point

Tighten screws.

Note thickness of the gibs. On Linotypes and some models of Intertypes,

the lower gibs are }i in. thick. In other Intertypes the gibs arc V2 in. thick.

For use with >x in. gibs two shims are furnished with each Corrector. Hang

the rink-hand shim '(if required) on the right-hand gib in position over the

screw hole at point (Dl as shown in Fig. 1. Lift Corrector into position,

inserting one of the 'A in. bolts through the frame and into threaded hole in

vise at point lO. screwing in part way with the fingers to steady the Cor-

ned. Ins.

(Dl. Then put gib (and shim if required!
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Before tightening the

(A), (D), and (E) e uiich"

adjust gibs to provide proper

for the
-jgf ^

. f
elevator slide. Tighten al screws

except (C).

Remove screw (C) nd ap-

ply spring plate assembl . Make fl
sure that right-hand jaw K *r i <wl

of this w^M
assembly is backed c ut far

right-hand jaw. Tighten

y2 in screws (B) and (

sert and tighten two sma 1 fillis-

ter head screws through spring

plate lever into slug bed at

points (A) Fig. 2.

Remove standard vi e clos-

ing spring and replace v ith the

heavy spring furnished. tighten

until weight of Correcto is bal-

anced properlv. The wei rht fac-

tor should be the same as for-
/

merly. Remove low-sluggerhead /m A _D
after taking off three nurled

head nuts and add enoug 1 C"n1 "

F„. 2-Spri„ g p,a,e a»cm b, y .

ssa 27 Oil to bring the level in the gauge
A^ J A

1
glass on the side of the main housing to about

in. Replace head and tighten nuts with

scr "wdriver. Plug exciter cord into receptacle

motor connector box, connect motor to

* no ver source of correct characteristics accord-

to data plate on motor, turn on and see that

hine runs freely.

ADJUSTMENT
. \, After a period of operation, many Lino-

typ

fro nt of the ejector slide which limit the for-

d travel of the ejector blade. If this accum-
F '9
^^ov%

C

d°
r

for'd
e

ea

W
„?„

h

g
P 'a ula ion is sufficiently great, it will be necessary
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to clean the slide before satisfactory ejection can be secured. Cast a line and

note the manner of ejection of the lug. If the slug is not pushed forward far

enough to drop into the chute freely the slide may be cleaned quickly as

follows:

Remove one of the molds from its pocket, turn this opening to position in

front of the ejector slide, remove th ee screws ( A 1 Fig. 3 in plate which covers

front of slide and take plate off, p ying out with a screwdriver in blade slot.

Back machine slightly to ejection

possible. This will push nearly al of the accumulation out of the slides and

the remainder may then be blown or brushed out. Replace plate and screws.

Replace mold.

To Adjust Spring Plate

Set point setting ring on Correc or to 6 point and dial ( D ) Fig. 2 on spring

plate lever to 0. Loosen lock nu

opening between left-hand side k nife and spring plate will clear 6-point

untrimmed slug. Tighten lock nu securely.

Slug Length

Since the right-hand end of the slug is used as the locating point for sawing 4
in the Corrector, it is vital that th 3 position of the type with reference to the

end of the slug be exactly correct

factors have bearing on the relat on mentioned above, and unless all three

are checked and found correct, res ults will not be satisfactory.

Liner Length—No. 1. Tt is c mmonly assumed that liners are of exactly

correct length, but this is not

necessarily the case. The varia-

tion found may be as much as

three thousandths of an inch k

a point between the end char-

-i^f'r

.

acter and the end of slugs cast ^^H
from different liners. Obvi- ^^B BQk
ously, unless the liners are of

the same length it will not be IH 9m ' 9
possible to set the lower saw to

trim all slugs at the same point '9^pi^
in relation to the end character. ? * -i yBL^'B

Mold Position — No. 2. ^ C-
Likewise, the position of the *-^wHH
mold in the pocket has a direct A^
bearing on accuracy, since if the

molds are not accurately located
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the position of the right-hand liner in relation to the end character is not

Side Motion—No. 3. Side motion of the vise when the locking screws are

tightened. This motion is rarely found until the line casting machine has been

quite severe. If this condition exists, the niosl advantageous cure is installa-

tion of a Curie patented doweled right-hand locking stud and screw, which is

Lower Saw Adjustment

The lower saw slug stop I A I Fig. I. is adjusted at the factory to the proper
position, but the adjustment should be becked at this point, as follows. Set

the right-hand jaw adjusting screw I F I Fig. 2 so that a line will cast. Allow
the line to progress through the Corrector and inspect the slug. The lower
saw should remove just enough metal to square up the right-hand end of the

slug. If the cut is not correct, the slop may be adjusted by moving lower saw
carriage upward, locseninc the lock nut on the end of the stop stud and turning

the nut (Bl Fig. -I. then tightening the lock nut.

t. alloui mold tc ach ,„„

ig with

ith the four short slugs

ith the 28 pica slug. If the upper saw is correctly

set, the length of the four short

igs will equal the one long slug.

ran the 28 pica slug", „,„ the -aw

J justing knob I A) Fig. 5 a little

"
ight, clockwise, which will

the slugs. If already too

clockwi . Re-

rnd adjustment until perfect

suits are obtained at these meas-

ures. When properly set in this

accurate. Loosen the set-screw and while holding lead screw I B ) turn knob
until Zero on knob is opposite flat reference surface of frame and detent snaps

into recess. Tighten sel-sc,e« and re-check to be sure adjustment has not been

disturbed. Keep lead screw and split nut free of metal chips.

Adjusting Right-Hand Jaw

File all liners to correct length in filing jig discarding any that are short.

Clean out mold pockets, especially right-hand side, and end of mold, replacing



pockets. Casl slugs with a capital '•()" on the end of the line. Inspect slug

after trimming and adjust right-hand jaw adjusting screw lEl Fig. 2 until

the character is exactly flush with the end of the finished slug, neither bleeding

Open the vise, close and lock it and cast another slug, repeating several

times. If any variation in right-hand trim appears, there is side motion in the

vise and Curie doweled right-hand locking screw and stud should be installed.

When side motion, if any. has been eliminated, casl slugs in all other molds in

the disc, inspecting for accuracy of trim. If variations from mold to mold ap-

Adjusting Left-Hand Stop

Having set the saws to cut accurately to measure, it is next necessary to ad-

just the left-hand jaw to position the type correctly on the slug so that it will

not bleed or leave a shoulder. The adjustment is made in the usual manner by

loosening the set-screw and turning the adjusting collar on the Linotype, or by

loosening the lock-nut and adjusting screw on the Intertype. The adjustment

should be made with the jaws set at some measure that is rarely used, such as

19y2 picas, etc. When the adjustment is correct for this measure, try slugs east

and sawed to different measures, particularly those most used. If there is any

tendency to bleed on one or more of these measures, it indicates a worn left-

hand jaw adjusting rod, which must be replaced. In the course of three or four-

years of service this rod w ill wear so that the type face on measures most used

will be appreciably longer than standard when lillle-used measures are of cor-

rect length.

In case there is a tendency to bleed on some lines and not on others ol the

same measure, it is probable that the cause is improper operation of the left-

hand vise jaw wedge. This wedge must go to the full upward extent of its

Failure to do so may be due to one of two causes other than tight lines—the

justification spring may be too strong, or the wedge spring may be too weak.

The main justification spring should have its tension adjusted until a spring-

balance hooked on the front end of the justification lever will indicate 10

pounds when the pull on the scale just balances the justification spring. If

this tension is correct and the vise jaw wedge still does not reach the full ex-

tent of travel, make sure that the wedge fork is straight and not binding. It

may be necessary to install a new wedge spring to insure the travel to the

proper point.

Concavity of Slug

When properly adjusted, the Corn

slightly concave—that is, the point m



thinner than either top or bottom. This condition is attained by causing the

side rutter to assume a very small angle in relation to the side of the slug so

that all trimming is done by the leading edge of the cutter. This adjustment

should be necessary very rarely, such as after dismantling and replacing of

the side trimmer assembly, and is accomplished by adjusting cap screws (A)

and (Bl Fig. 6. Examine the slug after trimming and determine from the

curvature of the trimmer marks on the ribs whether the leading or trailing

edge of the cutter is making the final cut. Turning out on screw (A) and in

on screw ( B ) will cause the trailing edge of the cutter to project farther.

Continue the adjustment a quarter turn at a time until marks of both leading

and trailing edges can be seen on the same slug. Make sure that both screws

(Al and (B) are set up snugly at this point, then turn screw IB) out one-

rew (A) in the same amount to a firm seating. This
Kill e e the rrks fro the t

edge of the cutter and provide the optin

ling

This

1 Thickness

ccomplished as fol-

lows. Cast and trim five slugs. Measure
them all together accurately top and bottom
on all ribs, securing the average of all read-

ings. If the bottom of five slugs together

measures a total thickness from .0005 to .001

greater than the top. the adjustment is cor-

rect for optimum operation. Should the dif-

ference be more than this, or if the top of

the slugs is thicker than the bottom, adjust

top and bottom capstan screws ( C ) and ( D

)

Fig. 6 to reach about litis reading. Remem- R9-

her that the screws must be firmly seated,

and that in changing them one screw must be turn

(C) and in on the lower screw I Dl will make th<

thicker at the bottom, and vice versa.

Thickness of Slug

The thickness of slug is correctly adjusted at the factory

machine standard of .014 in. to a point or .084 for 6 poin
points, etc., so that when the correct setting is obtained for a

the other sizes indicated on the point setting ring will also be

angin;

plished by turning the knurled ring (E) Fig.' 6. Tui

[8]
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turning toward the operator will make the slugs thicker. The graduations are

in thousandths of an inch, and since there are seven graduations each way

from the set-screw (F) which is the index point, the trim may be adjusted by

thousandths of an inch up to ]/2 point over or under the standard setting.

In case a new cutter is installed, it will he necessary to reset the index

ring as follows. Back the adjusting ring out counter-clockwise about a full

turn and cast a slug. If no trim is shown, turn in a little at a time until the

slug appears to lie trimmed approximately correctly. Measure with micrometer

and c.iiitinue to adjust until the correct trim is obtained. Now loosen the set-

screw, hold the core to prevent turning, and rotate the knurled aluminum ring

until the set-screw is opposite the index mark I I' I
Fig. 6. Tighten set-screw

and recheck.

of the poiiiM-ing lal.-l, ulu.-l, uill Mil the pawl out of the recess in the point

ring. Move the point ring by means of the handle to a position such that the

opening is greater than the size desired, then pushing back on the handle

bring the proper recess in line with the pawl. A slight pressure on the pawl

will cause it to snap down into the recess.

Short Slugs

Four positions are provided for the lower saw making possible the use of

liners to give three measures of slugs shorter than full 30-pica capacity. These

positions are at 30, 24. 18 and 12 picas. In any case it is necessary to set the

lower saw in the correct position to correspond with the length of slug being

cast in order that the slue will be held down bv the slug pusher until gripped

by the saw clamps. Use only liners for .!(). 2 I. 1 11. and 1 2 picas.

To set the lower saw it is only necessary to loosen the knurled nut (Cl

Fig. 4 and pull up on the set plate ( D I Fig. 4. The saw housing is now free

to be moved to the required position. Seat the wedge ( D ) in the proper slot

in the main frame and tighten the nut. If the saw housing binds, sometimes

a gentle tap downward on the nut is necessary to release the locking gib. The

proper position for the slug to be cast will be approximately indicated by

the ; adina of the saw setting scale, which travels upward with the lower saw

housincr. This scale will read a maximum of about 21 picas when the locking

wedge "is in the correct slot for handling 21 pica slugs, etc. Since the scale

moves with the lower saw assembly, the reading indicated by the upper edge

of the index on the upper saw is correct at any setting within the limits of

the slug length.

Place the auxiliary rail in the proper pair of slots in the galley and the

sawed slugs will be stacked as delivered from the saw.

It is not possible to pass slugs through the Corrector which are longer

than the measure for which the lower saw is set. No damage will result, how-

ever, the safety clutch takes the strain, slips and makes a tapping noise. In

case this occurs, stop the motor, loosen the nut and set plate on lower saw

[9]



the machine. In some cases it may be necessary to back the machine slightly

by use of the hand wheel on the motor. When the cause oi stoppage has been

removed, reset Corrector and start motor.

Saws and Cutters

The saws and cutters used on the Curie Slug Corrector are made of the

best alloy high speed steel, accurately ground to predetermined angles for the

This causes this side to cut through ihc slm; iiM thereby leaving the fin of

metal turned out at the end of the cut attached to the waste end of the slug.

The lower saw is sharpened square across, and i- hollow ground only on one

side, that which runs next to the slug. In installing it is well to use care lest the

saws be put on the shaft so as to run backwards, since while thev will cut in

this position the cut will be rough and a considerable burr will remain on

the slug.

The side trimming cutter has twelve teeth, while that used for low slug-

ging has twenty-four teeth.

Since the correct angles and clearances of both saws and cutters are highly

important for satisfactory operation, sharpening should be done only at the

The useful life of cutters and saws between sharpenings depends upon the

amount of grit in the type metal, barring accidental contact of the rapidly

rotating teeth with any material other than slugs. At the speed of 4200 r.p.lll.

which the saws and (utters travel, the slightest touch against screwdrivers.



I he thor

«ill |,

of ci

e dividends in belt

in this

'".-> •''

creased life of the cutting edge

600 degrees should be reached and mantained in the remelting pot dm
stirring and skimming. If this is done the reduction of the dross takes pi

rapidly and the considerable amounts of tin which otherwise might be skimi

off are worked back into the metal. The dross will break down into a d;

colored dust which can be removed with a minimum of loss. Stirring ;

skimming should be continued until the last of the grit is removed.

Changing Saws

He.

i

'

,

\'
Ki».

lillist

allow th

be separated from the saw car-

riage, exposing the saw mandrel

mid scale as shown in Fig. 8,

place a wrench on the flat of the

shaft, as shown and with another

Up
•ml. Ken,

dull saw to be removed from the machine

nandrel and mandrel nut are clean, plac

5W on mandrel nut. Replace saw shaft, m:

mandrel enter the keyways, not the fiats o

mandrel nut gently. Replace saw clamp a;

iw, the o

Slug End Ejector: The



galley. The adjustment should be maintained quite closely as follows: The tip

of the spring should just barely touch the slug when clamped. If it projects

too far, thin fins of metals may be formed and thrown into the galley. Be sure

that the ejector will clear the saw blade before operatinu. There should be

about 1/32-inch clearance.

Slug End Guard: The slug end guard, at "A," Fig. 13, is designed to

assist in disposing of waste ends of sawed slug's. When in proper position.

the right-hand side of the fingers will be 1/16 inch to the left of the edge

of the main frame, as shown in Fig. 13. The timing of the finger is adjustable

by turning the cam located on the saw clamp drive shaft shown in Fig. 12.

The finger should move downward so that it just clears the end of the slug

as the latter is pulled into the saws. If this is not the case, loosen set screw

'•A." Fig. 12, and adjust the cam until the timing is correct.

Changing Cutters

Side Cutter: To chang the side trimm

head and screws holding sid cutter shield ar

latch (H) Fig. 6 at right-har d end of spindle

right against the case. The p oint ring should

f the saw shaft,

Df the cutter in d

loosened. With a long screw

Work the cutter off its seat, turning the cutter

seat, which is a

cutter clean seats thoroughly. making sure the

allow

shield after

I i,. :w>-poi,n

ripping

andand iiMiiE a 30-pi

ection of normal rotation until

! screw in center of the cutter,

and pushing it off a little at a

ery close fit. Before replacing

e are no particles of dirt which

prevent proper seating. Work

gently. Replace parts which

emove'd, turn micrometer ad-

ring counter-clockwise about

A/^"

screws which hold cutter guard on

housing and remove guard. Hold

fiber pinion with one hand and loosen

the screw in center of cutter. This

screw has a left-hand thread. Work
cutter off of spindle, being sure to

clean seats before replacing cutter.

Place sharp cutter in position and see

1

[

that it is propel h seated, insert screw

2]



and tighten gently. Reassemble parts. Remove lour screws holding round

cover plate on top of housing and turn the depth adjusting screw (C) Fig. 10

rounler-clockuise 1 '
> turns. Place in operation and adjust for proper depth

of cut. Never turn adjusting screw while machine is in operation, unless the

low slugger on-off button (B) Fig. 10 is pulled up. Otherwise there is danger

of running the cutter into the cutter guard.

The

Slugger Trip Adjustment

ction of the low slug trip mechanist

type appears, is governed by the

froln the low s ugger

housing. Sine

imum diff

e the

of height be ween
and blank lug is

..ill .043 inch

essary th t the

thr, w of this ro

rately ad

lerbe

usted.

1 h s adjust.™

mac e by turni g the

knu led - head

(B) Fig. 9 un

on of th

il the

low

s screw should be adjusted only one or two notches of the knurl

does not rout blank portions of the slug. Then turn out one notch at a time

until the cutter operates properly. As the roller wears to a slightly smaller

diameter it may be necessary to screw" out on the adjustment screw one notch

The counterbalance spring (Cl Fig. 9 should be adjusted to the lightest

tension which will overcome the tension of the switch spring and still give

positive action of the low slugger roller. This adjustment is made liv turning

screw I D ) Fig. 9.

Back or Left-Hand Knife

The back knife which trims off any overhang on the smooth side of the

slug will seldom require adjustment. When properly set, the finished slug

will -how a very faint trace of trim along the blank parts of a slug which has

[13]



th£

th.

-slugged. A deeper cul

y bleed into the top o)

igli-aligning' faces, and if less is re.

noved, there will be a tendency tc

xcess thickness at the top of the

lugs. To adjust, insert a sn

[river in hole (B) Fig. 13 in lower

lug guide shoe and turn out several

urns. Push up on the screw to loosen

king wedge ( C ) . Back out on

ighten locking wedge screw. With

replace the back-knife for sharpei

ing, remove chip chute ( A I
Fig.

and the chip shield ( B ) which will

found beneath it. Then proceed

(B) Fig. 13, together with the spri

and locking wedge. The knife <

oved.

ts of knife, ins

all din

Adjustment of Pressure Bars

Center Pressure Bar: The center

pressure bar (B) Fig. 14 should project

beyond the cutter teeth by two points. To
determine the correct setting, open the

m.l plac

p slowly on

point ring, noting the position when ribs

first touch center pressure bar. Note

reading of point ring. It should be two

points greater than the trimmed size of

the slug being used for test. If this pres-

sure bar has been bent out of shape

straightened.

Lower Pressure Bar: The lower

ar should be so mounted that





to lengthen the stroke, and clockwise

to shorten stroke. The correct adju-t-

ment will be that which stacks slu» .,n

galley with forward stroke allowing

space for 5-point slug between frame

The adjustment of the relative

positions at the ends of the stroke,

into the saw and stacking, may be

made by changing the setting of the

four screws (Al Fig. 16. Adjustment

of these screws does not change the

length of stroke, but only the relative

distances of travel forward and back.



t to we ar or "freezing ," and
ent. CI

irales

itch slippage

hat there is

sualK

d eithe on the feed

drivi g assembly. Deter-

le wher excess load li

tifv bv cleaning pushe r slide

s and

ng properly.

If clut h still tends o slip

h all p rts operating freelv.

nay be adjusted as follows:

oth guard fr

uiieiit a round right-ha idsid.-

Correct 3 r. Remove hield

amps. Take ou t lock-

ew IB

• feed

Fig. 16, anc push

out of

"L"'! ver. Remove 8

cleai

•us. all owing oil to d

. Rem, ve housing cov er. In-

kwashe

and tui

and nut lA

n adjusting nu

Fig.



My, saw clamp guard and cloth shield.

Add oil to proper point in gauge glass.

MAINTENANCE
To give Lest satisfaction the Curie Slug

Corrector requires a small amount of

daily service. A few minutes regularly

devoted to care of the machine will insure

the continued satisfactory operation of

Oiling: Tw<

e filled each si

it he oiled da

Ft with 9
,

j. The u dck oile

. If special (

rarily. Thisaide. 600W steam cylinder oil may be used tempi

on the upper saw carriage and is filled through tl,

through the breather hole in upper side of the oi

should be oiled daily. Trip the machine, start m
move to the bottom of the stroke, then stop motor. Kun a few di

three drops on lop of pusher which is at bottom of stroke. The
i inch of (

only Shell Oil Co. Compi

and fill until oil overflows

eservoir. The slug pusher

Dr and allow the pusher to

signed for >

. This

of this type and w
,sity of 150 Saybold at 100°, k

NG: The Corrector should be cleaned ei

,ne in a thorough manner by use of an

rould be cleaned off thoroughly, not o

ry day. This cleaning can

ir blast. All parts of the

^looking the chips which

can best be removed by

inserting the air nozzle up from the under side of the Corrector and moving

about until all chips have been blown out. Oil leakage around the low slugger

head may take place if the head is not properly seated and tightened after

removal." This oil leakage increases the accumulation of chips, and when it

occurs it is advisable to wash the Corrector down with solvent or gasoline,

blowing dry with the air blast. Flush out pusher channel w

solvent once a week. Release side cutter latch, allowing cutte

Trip machine and run gasoline into upper end of pusher slic
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is moving up and down. Continue until particles of dirt and metal are washed

out. Allow to drain, or blow out, then oil pusher slide.

If motion of saw clamps heroines loutrli. it is due to accumulation of dirt

and chips in clamp slides. Remove saw clamp shield, take out four screws in

side cover plate. Kig. 7. and two screws holding inner finger spring asscmbh

to saw clamp housing. Wash clamps and slides with uasoline. wiping clean.

Lubricate and reassemble, taking care that small roller on clamp finger is in

place.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR SERVICING
THE CURLE SLUG CORRECTOR

Installation Check

Spring plate; ejector and entrance to machine; pusher adjustment: slug

thickness and taper, top to bottom; check slugs for parallel thickness (get

marks) ; slug length on four mold positions; jaw adjustments; burr scrapers.

(See pages 1 to 9.)

Depth of low slug cut. Position of low slug trip roll. Check low slug trip

adjustment. Check trip with 6-point, 12-em slug.

Position of molds in disk.

Service Adjustments

Slugs that fail to enter Corrector properly: Opening between left-hand

knife and spring plate should be one point over untrimmed thickness of slug.

On machines using head-letter molds this adjustment must be held close to

keep slug from turning as it is ejected from the mold. Slug buffer bracket

should be parallel with machined surface of vise. Sufficient clearance should

be maintained between slug buffer bracket and outside of spring plate.

Trip Failure

Clean out chips in front of cutter and around the trip.

Check slug seater roll adjustment. Adjust roll when machine is in normal

position one-sixteenth inch above type face.

The trip latch spring may be too strong. Trip latch mat engage too deep

in reset rod. This latch should ™»aai' two points deep in notch in reset rod.

If engagement is more than this, carefullv grind off stock on surface the full

width of latch.

If Machine Repeats

Increase tension on trip latch spring. Check engagement of trip latch in

reset rod. Trip latch should engage two points in notch of reset rod. If trip

latch does not engage deep enough grind off end of trip latch that contacts

flat on trip shaft. This will allow trip latch to engage deeper in reset rod.

\dju.-l plate on trip latch. This plate should contact flat spring on reset rod

one-sixteenth inch before rod reachc- full height of stroke.
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touch the slug. I'.csure on the slug applied by the slug clamp must be as

close to the side cutter as possible. To check, latch out side cutter and send

throu-h untrimmed slug. There should be definite .narks near the top and

bottom of the slug on the rib side. The reason for inaccuracy along the top

or bottom of the slim is that there is not sufficient pressure. I be pressure must

be divided between the top spring and the bottom projection of the slug clamp

as near the cutter as possible.

If inaccuracy occurs at the bottom of the slug, remove the safety plate, flat

sprin- and brass .utter uuaid. Trip machine and bend the lower projection (in

front of cutter) toward back bar. Do not bend out more than one-half point.

Reassemble and check.
.

When slug is inaccurate along the top. rcnow slug .eater roll spring then

with untrimmed slug trip machine. Lift the slug sealer roll assembly. Tins will

move slue clamp awav from .lug. Note movement of the end of flat spring in

front of the cutter. This spring should contact slug ribs not more than one-

sixteenth inch before slim is clamped. \\ hen the slug is clamped, the end of the

clamp bar (near the spring plate I should have just enough pressure on the

slug to hold it against the back bar.

Saw Adjustments

Set lower saw stop to take proper trim cut. Adjust upper saw to proper

slu" lenolh Set right and left hand jaws to position type on slugs. If the

length of type face is not uniform it may be necessary to install a new left hand

jaw adjusting rod.

Slug Length Varies
.

Slug end ejector spring on upper saw clamp must not project beyond the

face of'the saw clamp, Remove saw adjustment screw and clean out threads on

Saw Clamp Motion Not Smooth

Remove saw clamp assembK coyer plate, and dean out chips that accumu-

late in clamp channels. Be sure that clamps are straight and smooth.

Low Slugger Head

Adjustment of trip. Remove head and aluminum guard under the point

.eltii." ri.12. Replace head. Trip head so that cutter is up. Open point ring

and pass blank slue under low .lugger trip roll. The roll should be lower than

lhe height of the flank slug. Pass slug with type under roll. There should be

clearance between roll and cutter guard so that the roll may turn freely. Run

.lies that have about 6 ems quadded space through machine. Turn trip adjust-

i..o%. rew I under snitch) to the left until cutler removes all part of the type.
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Then turn adjusting screw to the right live notches, completing the adjustment.

If head cuts tvpe from the right hand end of some lines remove the top of the

head (five screws!. Increase the tension of the spring fastened to the ratchet

cam. This spring pulls the cam hack when type raises the trip roll. If the

spring does not have enough tension to pull the cam hack the cutter stays down

and cuts off the tvpe. On d.c. heads never cut more than two coils off the

t checking results.spring »

aged or Scratched Faces

le sure that low slug trip roll i

. Check adjustment of slug s

een low slug cutter guard and t

or burrs that would hold the i

ree on shaft. Ream
er roll. Be sure th

high. Open p

with No. 39

e-thirl inch c

with type under cutter guard. There

ii type face and bottom of

remove the motor remove the cover plate over coupling. Loosen two

us in coupling and slide coupling to the right. Take out four screws

the motor to the end bell.

ars of satisfactory service if kept in adjustment, clean, and properly

ted. For further information write the factory:

CURLESAW CD.
24 EAST FIRST AVI

OREGON 97479
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